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ABSTRACT
This paper reports a short term intervention in the

area of "need to achieve" among disadvantaged preschoolers. Changes
in measured intelligence were also examined. The study hypothesized
that children receiving need for achievement ("n"-Ach) training would
score higher on intelligence tests and evidc ce more of an increase
in need for achievement, as measured by the Aronson Graphic
Expressions, than children not receiving such training. The 84 )lack.
subjects, 4b boy and 38 girls, were divided into two "r04-Ach
training groups and two control groups. All subjects were pretested
with the Aronson Graphic Expressions design. "N"-Ach treatment for
the experimental groups consisted of one hour of training each
morning on Head Start school days for three months. The tasks of the
trainer were: (1) training in goal setting; (2) development of
achievement language ("I will try harder," "I did it ") ; (3)

;Ievelopment of cognitive supports; and (4) development of group
supports. Posttests given were the Standford Binet and Aronson
Graphic Expressions. The tested IQ change occurred in the predicted
direction but was not significant and there were no significant
differences between the two groups in "n" -Ach. The mlthers of the
children tested were also subjects in a separate "n"-Ach trairing
program. [Not available in hard copy due to marginal. legibility of:
original document.] (AJ)
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This paper reports a short -term, intervention in the area

of need to achieve among disadvantaged pre- 'chool age children.

Concomitant changes in measured intelligence are also examined.

Among investigations of need to achieve in pre -sr 1.tiou_ fig;

caildren must h" mentioned McClelland's pioneer use of the Aronson

Graphic Expressions to measure need for achievement in five-year-old

children and his finding of risk-taking preferences among youngsters

of this ai:,e level (McClelland, 1958).

The vork of )4cClellan1 *.n achievement motivation is based

on the assurntion that motives are learned. White held that achievement

motivation develops out cf the experience of oastering the

envirounent which he explores and manipulates. Canard (1964) identified

sex and social class differences among lover and middle class four-year-

old children on measure of need achievement developed by Veroff for

c%1141ren of this age level (Veroff, 1969).

Several studies on the psycho- social origins of need for

achievement have found a relationship between child rearing practices

or socialization and .z -Ash (Vinterbottom, 1953 ; Rosen and DIAndrade, 1955

1The study reported in this paper was supported by Office
cf Economic Opportunity contract no. 0E041263.
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Crandall, Preston, and Babson, 1960; Callard, 1964). The results of

these studies may be runnarized by referring to Rosen and DIAndradele

proposal that two kinds of socialization practices induce achievement

motivation. These are 1) achievement training or training in which

parerts impose standards of excellence upon their child, give evidence

of the high goals they wish him to set and of the extent to which they

value his competence in performance; and 2) independence training, which

refers to efforts on the part of parents in encouraging their child to

act on his own, reach his own decisions, and take responsibility for

the consequences of his own actions.

It ,seems likely that it may be possible to develop or

increase n-Ach and achievement behavior in young children by designing

appropriate methods of n-Aci, training. Need for achievement is opera-

tionally defined in this study by Aronson n-Ach scores from his Graphic

Expressions. In tl'is study, achievement behavior is defined as those

behaviors which occur when the individual is engaged in a task and tries

to meet some self-set standard of excellence. This is similar to what

Veroff called autonomous achievement motivation (Veroff, 1969).

In a longitudinal stady of development from birth to adult-

hood, Kagan and Moss (1962) found that early childhood maternal training

procedures constituent to need achievement training can have significant

effects upon the Stanford -Pint intelligence scores of girls and effects

in the same direction on boys. Kagan's results led us to hypothesize

that appropriate need achievement training at early ages may have

consequences leading to increased performance levels on measures of

intellectual ability.
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ZiRler and Butterfield (1968) reported changes by lower class

nursery school children in Stanford-Binet performance following

efforts to increase achievement motivation and reduce fear of

failure, Their results 'ere evidence of a need achievement-fear of

failure component in intelligence test performance, and lent

support to the authors: hypothesis that n-Ach training might

increase the performance scores of four year-olds on the Stanford-Binet.

In 1(.168, Stivers and K3watrakul launched a pilot study by

administering achievement training to thirteen disadvantaged children

in one read Start school. that study, they employed the concept

of "mother surrogate,' in rhich the trainer, a female, role played

many of the chacteristics manifested by nothers of nigh n-kch

children. Among the trainer's responsibilities was that of con-

sciously cultivating achievement values and behaviors on the part

of read Start children who were randomly selected participate

in the _i -Ac! training.

Pre-test risk taking, bahavior and need for achievement (as

measured t,y the Aronson Grtphic Expressions) were compered with post-

test results on these two variables. Differences between control

and experimental groups were found to be statistically insignificant.

Case studies, however, revealed major shifts ot the part of indi-

vidual children in regard to n-Ach and achievement behavior.

The present study rnpresents an effort to ermloy the com-

bined impacts of several techniques edaptei from '4cClelland's method of

n-Ach training to maximize achievement motivation and behavior in an

experimeltal sample of pre-school age Dead Start children.

3
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Two hypotheses were proposed for investigation in this research:

1. It was expected that there would be a greater increase in

intelligence test scores among children who received achievement

traininS than among children who did not receive n-Ach training.

2. It was expected that at the conclusion of the study, need

for achieyevent as measured by the Aronson qrapbic Expressions

of the children who received yl-Ach training would he higher than

that of those tiho did not receive such training.

rethod

Subjects

The original sample consisted of one hundred Negro children

from four Philadelphia !ead Start Centers. 3ecause of sickness and

elar,2:.t of addresses, the final sample comprised eighty-four children

(forty-six boys and thirty -eight girls). The characteristics of

subjects divided rcndomly among four groups labeled T1 (n-Ach

training group), NT] (non-n-Acb training group), T2, and VT2

appear in Table 1. The major reason the experimeit was set up to

include tvo exrerimental and tvo control groups as that the use

of the Solole.on Fxperimenral Design (Campbell and Stanley, 1n6S)

coule cont,:ol for Tlaturstion and pre-test effects.

See Table 1

Table 2 shove the sex, CA, IA, an: IQ of Ss by need Start

Center at the conclusion of the study (Spring, 1969).

See Table 2

4
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Procedure

1) '-'re-test All sul3jects in training ant1 ,Iot-tralAng

groups were given t11,,! Aroason elraphic ::xprensions er2.n 3 na:1

design 2. The test !,as given to rrall groups of four Caili'ren

irk a large rcoL4 Th2. children sere brought into t:;:

room by the experiweater. Directions ,Tere given to the

jests in their Evan arcupn before

cytne_13.

they 0....tok's I, c-.Qir

coq)critc.ter nraz-coted the sti77ulus carL:s,

in,C been enlar-ed to .11ct of n orroen pro-

jection. The direction3 ere as follw's?

.(1 ;re going to play a scribbling c,a1,.e, flo you

see this 1-oarJ? '7:11 the other side of this ooar(
thete are nary scribbles. 1 uill so-4 you to
scribbles, but I 1111 only shy, you for a very
short tine. Oo you ,;yo Hy stoNatch? is

Uov long you ill the scraUel
der-onstraten 3 secooda on the ntor,.atch). That
is very short, isn't it? you 1.1.1 Imo to
loo!: at the scrli!Lles carefully hecause I rill
tol,:e the scrObles spay froi: you a!o: you .411 not

sec th..tr any moro.

(, lointl to t7e pap :t and crayons) are
your raner croyols on you'll r 81;2
Your of o scribbles. Lc I re see if ycu can rale
the scrihblen like the (1:::'s you sa-. If y(Ai

can't rer.fier all of you csa un

your oill Al,e, try to Oo the test

tht you car. Cr n you tell ..:.e 1:)rt you :re

going to do? (..pve cnild repeat il,struction).
Are yet' ready ryx? (L shoT,s lAllvrc, to chill: for

tined Ores seconds). 1':1:?.41 lets

,nen child anperTs to he fini:,';cd, isSAre von finish-
e6?' If yes, 'Toat's are.' tire for

to is 5 Aautas. IF Oila finishes sooner,
should say noti,ing .,ccert Are 'iv,. fiz.ishod?'.

In orlet to assurr, tat tie directiols ;lad been un6!r.

steed, C. cnilLi 1.1os alket: to r,s.pqat t!Icti In his o-n pord,;.loe test
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administrator sent each child to his corner to scribble.The maximum

time permitted for scribbling was five minvtes; however, any subject

finishing before the time limit was permitted to hand in his scribbles.

Each child was provided with a 12" x 15" blank piece of drawing paper

and a black crayon. A child was placed in each of the corners in

order to avoid auditory and visual cues. During the course of the

test, the subjects were supervised by tne administrator and his assistant

in order to assure adherence to the directions.

ZbeStanfordAlinet Intelligence scale, Form L-M was administered

prior to experimental treatment to subjects only inn-Ach training group 1

and non-n-Ach training group 1 by a trained, Caucasian neult ferale.

2) N-Ach treatment. Children in both experimental groups

received n-Ach training modified from McClelland's method (McC1elland,T5W.

Each morning on Head Start school days from the middle of February to

the middle of May a trainer at each center started training at 9:30 A.M.

and continued training until 1):30 A.M. The hour of training was divided

into three periods of twenty minutes each. During each period the

trainer removed from two to frur pre-assigned children from the Head Start

classroom and took these children into the Special Training Room.

The major tasks of the trainer were those of McClelland's modified n-Ach

training which consie,ed of (A) training in goal setting, (V) develLwent

of achievement language, (C) development of cognitive supports, and (D)

development of group supports. The following are the techniques whioh

were employed.

A. Training in Goal Setting Techniques. The trainer

encouraged each experimental subject to arrive at specific, realistic

goals in acconlanco with his on n1sil.ity awl also to compete with himself.
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Unrealistic) dysfunctional goal seAing was discouraged. The trainer

used concrete examples geared to the developmental level of the children

during the course of n-Ach training to illustrate the consequences of

"realistic" and "unrealistietypes of goal setting. In addition to the

record the trainer kept of each child's progress charts were used to

ena'Jle the child to keep track of his own progress and his success in

competition with himielf.

3. revelopment of Language of Achievement. The trainer

tried to encourage each child to think and converse in terms of goal-

setting, knowledge of results, and pleasurable competition with self.

Reasons why subjects received rewards were explained to children on

each occasion. Phrases and terms such as "I'll try harder)" "I'UdAy)"

"Look how high I can do it, " "I won a prize because . . .," "t received

a larger star because . . .," "I'll build a higher tower this time . . .,"

were taught to the child at the time that the child manifested such

behavior.

C. Cognitive Supports; This training category had ac its

oojective to introduce a new associative network into the child's

everyday thinking pattern, viz. one centering around the concept that

Iv! is the one who can do the job and who can control the environment

around him. The trainer used the results of the child's experience in

the course of the training to give fevlbackto the child which Indicated

to him What kind of person he was and what he could do. The trainer

asked the child at the beginning of the session 'what he did on the previous

day and at the end of the session asked the child what he did and

discussed his actions and the reasons 'why he may have done better (or

7



worse) today than on the previous day. The objective vas to develop

understanding of the ingredients of successful achievement and

encourage a feeling of "I can Jo it."

D. Group Supports: The major puroosesof this training

technique were to give the child a feeling that he vas a worthy

individual and to provide him with optimal emotional support

for autonomous goal setting and independent mastery from the

trainer and the members of the group in which he received

training. During n-Ach training, the trainer acted as a person

who maintained a basically accepting, non-directive attitude.

The message that the trainer attempted to convey to eaTh c!iilcl r.

be expressed in ficClelland's terms as ",lhoover you are ve ac-

cept you as worthy of our respect." The trainer also encouraged

other children in the training group to applaud the child when he

eemonstrated achievement behavior and called the attention of

the group to the child's progress when he attained his goal.

Post Test,

Stanford-Binet Intelligence scale and Aronson Craphic L:x-

pressions were administered to all Ss. The standare nrucealre of

testing was used in administering the Stanford-Binet. The test was

given by a trained Caucasian adult male, thus varying sex and in-

suring non-familiarity with the test administrator. A small group

procedure similar to that used in the pre-test of Aronson Craphic

Expressions teas employed in measuring need for achievement.

7.he caws which were used in the training consisted of the

''Ionhev Chain Came, the 'To.:er Construction Dame, .P.1,7 I'oare

nnd linv.er Toy Construction.' A eParrintinn of the snneA

8
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Monkey Chain GPLIe

This came is a most simple one but it has merit in training

for persistency. There are two forms of this game.

In the first one each child is given twenty-four plastic

hanLinp; monkeys unl is instructed to attach them in a ve:ical caln.

monkey is attached to each ol;her's curved arms of 1,?. 13.1 The

child is tiAd to make the monkey chain as long as he can. he is allowed

to 050 br,th huAds and the monkeys can be attached to the top or the

b(At(An of the chain. wily ig the ns a 7e:...ctri. The

chil(J is asked to set his own coal before he ablubl. l i 1

enough that each child can do it at some level; it does no/-, require a

level of manual dexterity but it serves a purpose in 'relring the

child to understand the objectives of training, He sets his cwn goals

and receives a reward according to hin own pre-established goal.

Al.A.On.7!.,?rit of a previously set high coal gains the child a higher reward

ti.an +1: Fittainrpnt of a previously set lower goal.

In the second form of the game, the child has a more diffi-

cur, trick to 1.erf,,rn. IV Is -Instructed that he tray use only one hand

to fasten the monkeys on to the chitin. Addition of the first monkey

is relatively easy but the second and third are increasingly difficult

because, employing the one hand to hold up the top of the chain, the child

nurt try to lift the next monkey fmm the table using only the arm of

the monkey he is holding to catch it. At the same time he must not lose

monkeys which are already attached to the chain. Working his way up

to the maximum chain length of ten monkeys requires much persistency.

9
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Tower Construction Game

At the outset of this game the n-Ach trainer said to the

child, "Today ve will build a tower. Let's see how high yru Pan build."

Then the child was shown a chart representing the e.:tual height of towers

ranging from one to twenty blocks. The trainer asked the child to

point on the chart to the tower indicative of how high wu,1 his own tower

building goal. Next the trainer counted the number of hloAs in the

tower t:esignated by the child and gave this many blocks to hit'. The

first goal sat by the child was treated as "researching the environment"

or an attempt on his part (and that of the trainer as well) to assess

the difficulty of the taak and his entry skill level at it. For some

children the first gcal setting proved to be realistic -- not too

difficult and act too easy. After finishing such a task the child

received a verbal reward and was asked whether he would like to try to

build a higher tower. For those children for whom the first goal setting

was too low, the trainer observed quietly and let the child try to meet

his goal. Then she remarked, "That was easy, wasn't it? Would you like

to ?Ixt or.' ry_Te cn top to nake a higher towel?" She permitted the child

to cputilne pilirp; blocks until she observed that the tower was not

stable and night fell down. She then said to the child, "That's very

good. Let's see hwo many blocks you built your tower with by counting then."

Then the trainer asked, "Now would yGu like to build a new tower? Show

re hr:w high you can ')uild."

Some children set themselves too high a goal. When the tower

7.01A1711)sed before the child attained his coal the trainer asked, "DJ

?'cow why it fell down? It fell down because the tower was too

10



Do you know when it started to fall?" The experimenter then suggested

that the child set a more realistic goal. The child was Pncouragea -bo

think of an aspiration level at about the where the tower began

to show signs of collapse.

Peg board Designs

The child in this task was given a nine inch by nine inch peg

board and a box of vari-colored three inch pegs.

There are eight different designs at three levels of difficulty:

At the first level of difficulty are included the following tasks. 1. All

holes in the peg board are filled with one color. 2. The board is

divided vertically, half the board filled with one color, the other

half of the board with another color. 3. Each row on the board is filled

in a aifferent color.

The second level of difficulty calls for the following tasks.

1. The peg board is divided in fourths (horizontal and vertical) and

filled in with four colors. 2. The board is divided into diagonal

halves. 3. The board is divided into concentric squares of different

colors.

The third level of difficulty requires the child 1. to divide

the 'board into diagonal fort or 2) to create a linear design, a

zigzag, or overlapping squares.

For tasks at the first level of difficulty the child was

instructed verbally and if he performed the task successfully he was

rewarded with a small star: The trainer thett asked the child whether he

would like to do a nore difficult task and at the scone tine the child was

ahovn a pattern which had been finished. The second level of difficulty

11
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resulted in a reward of a medium sized star and the third level of

difficulty won the child a large star. From time to tine the child re-

ceived a report card to take home. Difficult work, when it was completed,

could be taken by the child into his regular classroom to show to his

peers.

Tinker Toy Constructions

A child is shown a number of models of tinker toy constrictions

ranging in difficulty from simple to complex. An example of an easy

or "simple" task is a construction of a tinker toy "man" model which

consists of nine pieces of material, three different shapes, and one

plane. A task of medium difficulty is the nonstruction of an animal

such as a cat or a 'gird, which consists of thirteen to fifteen pieces,

five to six different shapes, and more than one plane. A difficult task

requires more than twenty pieces, seven to eight different chapel, and

three or more planes, often with moving pasts. Examples of tasks at

this level are an airplane construction, a fishing pole, and a teeter

totter. A child is told that if he can make a simple construction he

will receive a small star, that a construction of medium difficulty will

yield a large star, and that a difficult will merit a large star. If he

constructs a "masterpiece" of his own he will earn a badge. Finally,

if he collects three badges -- the equivalent of nine lc.rge stars, or

twenty-seven medium stars , or eight-ore small stars -- he will receive

a prize. Zefore a child began hie task or chose his model the trainer

showed him how to make a simple model of tinker toy construction and

asked the child to do it on his own to make sure that the child understood

the instructions.

12
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During the period of training the use of rewards or rein-

forcements was integrated with four elements of achievement training.

The purposes of rewards were:

1. t.) strengthen pleasure feelings of the child who had

finished his task successfully according to his goal setting;

2. to encourage the child '.%) try harder setting realistic

goals according to his demonstrated proficiency;

3. to ,..each the child to seek delayed gratification rather

than immediate reward.

There were five kinds of rewards: verbal praise; physical

warmth such as eMbraces; "M & le candies; symbolic rewards such as

small, medium, and large stars and badges; and prizes (dimes, rings, toy

cars, multicolored paper pads, crayons, chewing gum).

The reward. for each game was slightly different. The trainer

explained the reward system of each gene to each child and attempted to

rake sure that the child understood it. The trainer also explained at

the outset that the child was setting up a contract to finish some work

and that the child was rcsuired to finish the work liefore he received

a reward. In case a child chose unrealistic goals, for example if he

chose a task which was too difficult for him and which he would be ana'sle

to finish, a trainer helped him to select his goal more realistically.

There were no time limits on any task. The trainer kept a record of

each child in a record 'rook. At the beginning of the n-Ach traininp,

period, the trainer tock a picture of each child and let him put his

picture in a record book, which was to tie used as a progress record cn

each achievement gave. Each child also pasted ty himself in the record

13



book the stars or badges whi,n ne received as a reward. Every day the

trainer reviewed with each child the number of stare and badges he had,

why he received them, and the number of stars and badges he would need

to win a prize. If a child won a prize at the beginning of the week,

the trainer showed the child the prize without giving it to him, asking

him instead to wait until the end of the week to receive it. A report

curd was sent home to tell parents how well their child was doing, how

many stars and ledges he had received and what prizes he had won.

Occasionally a trainer took a child to a claw; with his finished product,

such as a tinker toy or a peg board design. The child newilly received

approval on his achieleluent from his pl:ara and teacher. An observnIA,10,1

record of each child's behavior also was kept as an additional source a.

evidence of evidence of behavior change.

n-Ach Training for Head Start Mothers

Prior to the training of children, the mothers of n-Ach train-

ing subjects were invited to participate in achievement training. The

purposes for providing n-Ach training were three-fold: 1) to help mothers

to understand n-Ach behavior and characteristics of hicb n-Ach persons,

2) to help mothers understand the objectives of the n-Ach training foi

their children, 3) to enable mothers to reinforce achievement behaviors

in their children. The total training period consisted of four half-days

(9:C3-11:?0 A.M.). The first session was an o:Aentation period. The

session began with introduction of the participants to one another. The

trainer them explained the purposes of the research project on achieve-

ment training in which the children were involved, i.e. to train the

14
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,:hildren in g' -a1 sei-,-tIng to 81'.111,1F110, of F-1c.111Ice and to com-

pete with themselves or with others. The trainer also explained the re-

lationship of child rearing practices and achievement motivation on the

part of children. Some characteristics of mothers who produce high n-Ach

children were cited, e.g. mothers who set high standards for their

children and encourage or reward independence or self reliance. Questions

and discussion were encouraged. After the break period of the morning

session, the ball-toss game was introduced to the mothers and each viother

had an opportunity to play according to the following sequences:

1) Each mother had free trials in which she could throw a ball

into a basket wh.l.le she stood at any distance she chose between one and

fifteen feet from the back After each throw, she could move forward

or backward according to her wishes. The trainer kept a record of success

and failure and the mother's reaction to failure or success. After all

the mothers had played the game, a discussion period ensued. Topics

covered in the discussion included indivAual differences in goal setting,

reactions to success and failure, whether or not knowledge of results

or feePack helped the mothers to alter their goal, how many mother) chose

moderate risk-taking, and how many mothers made extreme risk-taking

choices. Sore stan'_ard questions were raised: Is moderate risk the came

f)r everyone? How Ole. you decide where to stand? Did you have any par-

ticular goal in mind? How Z.'id you feel when you succeeded or failed?

2) Each mother then played the ball-toss gave a second time;

this time, however, with a contract. The contract required each mother

to Get three brAls into the basket if she was to secure a reward. The

r...!ward which the nother could receive varied with the distance: the
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closer to the basket that ehe stood, the smaller the reward; the further

from the basket, the greater the reward- Mothers selected the distances

they wished to stand from the basket at the beginning of the game and could

not change. The trainer recorded the distance of each mother from the

basket and her success or failure.

The second session began with the review of the four ellarac-

teristics of achievement actions: risk-taking, use of immediate feedback

to modify goals, persmal responsibility, and research of the envionnent.

Each mother was encouraged to recall her experience with the 'call -toss

game on the previous day. A film, "The Need to Achieveckly McClelland'

vas shown to the mothers. A discussion followed. The trainer asked

mothers to tell in their own words what they saw and learned from the

film. The reactions of the two fathers in the film in the helping nitue-

tion were compared and discussed. The techniques of good helping was

reviewed to Cie mothers. Then, to reinforce their understanding of the

concepts, all mothers viewed the fix for a second time.

The purpose of the .hind session was to provide an opportunity

for mothers to have ,lirect experience of achievement-oriented situations

which involved actions, th;ughts, and feelings related to striving for

excellence. This cession also aimed at reinforcing the understanding of

achievement action strategies. Three paper - folding games -- airplanes,

boats, and paradisal acme -- were used.

The trainer began the demonstration by showing how to fold an

airplane and providing the information about "cont" and Pvelling,prices"

inThe Neel to Achiee" (film), Focus on Behavior Series (MA),

F.T.V. Network.

16
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of the airplane. Following this, the mothers were asked to set goals

for the number of products they could make in a six minute production

period. Each mother wrote down her goal on a piece of paper and the

trainer provided each mother with enough paper fo fold, plus some extra

paper. The trainer then told then the criteria for acceptable products.

The trainer told the mothers when to start and when to atop folding.

Then the trainer examined their products:to determine whether or not they

met acceptable criteria and whether the mothers had set realistic goals.

The mothers were asked how they felt while involved in the game. Did

they vetch what others were doing? Did they improve their on methods

by watching others? Did they realize their own limitations?

After the discussion) the trainer told the group about a

business contract with the government to build a boat, and a cost

and selling price were given. Each mother could sign a contract to make

a certain number of products; one could only receive profits for that num-

ber, even if one made more than the agreed on number. The trainer began

by demonstrating how to make a boat which would be considered acceptable.

The criteria for a good product also were told to the mothers. Then

each mother in the group had to tell the number of boats she wished

to produce. The trainer told the mothers the starting and finishing

tines. After the game) discussion similar to that held after the first

gane followed.

The thir) game, the paradisal dome, followed the same method.

However, for this game the mothers were told that the:- could work in

groups F.,s part of a team and share the profits or losses, although each

mother also hag the option of working independently.

17
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The fourth session was the last session. Each mother was asked

to write down her future goals and what she wanted her children to be.

The purposes of the research project on achievement training of Head

Start child:en were reviewed to the mothers again and the trainer told

them about the methods of training by briefly demonstrating the achieve-

ment games which would be used in training children. These included the

monkey chain game, tower construction, peg board designs, and tinker t_)y

constructions. The reward system which would be used to reinforce

achievement behavior was described to the mothers. Mothers also were

requested to watch for a prize or a report card which their children

would bring home. They were encouraged to ask their children what they

had done to win a prize. It was suggested that praise and encouragement

of achievement behavior at home should be given to their children.

The proposal was made to the mothers that they get together

and exchange informtion n(Alt their r.hildrensi perrormInce at, ohool and

their own achievement behavior. The trainer also vas avkilalas

their t;essionc and unswer any questions.

Finally, the evaluation showed that those mothers who attended

the n-Ach session') regarded them as "personally worthwhile" and "useful

in helping my and they believed that the achievement training

helped them in goal seLting for themselvee au well as for their children.

They also believed that the arhievci training wvuln help their (9111dr.,.n

to succeed better in school.

One mother volunteered to work as assiesnt to the trainer

in achievement training and finally she became one of the trainers at a

Head Start center. Several mothers talked to the trainer about their

18
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goals to continue their educations in the city college. Two mothers

discussed a possibility for their children to go to first grade rather

than to kindergarten. They also discussed the education of their older

children and the possibility of procuring summer jos for them in an

educational institution.

Results

Table 3 shows the IQ of different sample groups. The means of

the combined T, and T
2

lOs for boys and girls in n-Ach training

are )00.92 and 98.04 respectively. The means of the IQs in the

combined

girls.

non-n-Ach training group are 95.09 for boys and 95.07 for

see Table 3

Table 4 presents a summary of 2 by 2 analysis of variance.

The increase in the I0 among the n-Ach training Ss, when ccm-

p&rad with those in thn +,o,i-nnAch training group is not statistically

significant (.05 tp e.1).

However, the change vas as predicted. There were no sex dif-

ferences. The interaction of sex and n-Ach training is border-

line in significance, with a p level very close to .05.

see Table 4

Figure ) shows the degree of the effect of training as

measured by the Stanford-Binet Intelligence Scale; it indicates

19
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for treatment, sex, or design of test, and that there were no

significant interactions. These results are presented in Table 7.

see Table 7

The fact that there were no significant differences in need for

achievement as measured by the Aronson Granhic Expressions for those

children who had received n-Ach trainins leads to the rejection

of hypothesis 2.

Discussion

The major purpose of this study was to determine whether

!cClelland's n-Ach training techniques could be adapted for

uJe 4mong four and five year-old Pead Start children. The results

indicate a tested .10 change in the predicted direction occurred

but vas not statistically significant (.n5 p .1). Several factors

may have contributed to a reduction in the increase in I( scores.

1) The initial IN of the tested subjects in this study were high

as comnare: with Close found in other investigations with com-

nerable subjects (i:cnnedv et al, 1563 aid Gray and Klaus, 1965)

and 'ere similar to those secured by Gray and Klaus at the end

of their intervention treatment. )1ean TO of T1 at the beginning

of this study was 92.4. In Gray and Klaus' rcaearch, mean I0

shitted a; to 95 for T1 fnl from n1 to ^6 for T2. It will

be rotAd t.at the biOler initial IC) resulted here in smaller

al,soluto increase. It is nossihle that the children in this study

!pre Aixeady functioning at 1.0 levels approaching optimum And

that for this reason, further increase in IO vas particularly dif-

ficult to accomplish.
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2) Although n-Ach training in this study was carried out over a

period of three months, it was conducted for only twenty minutes

a day, so that because of Head Start holidays, field trips,

special events, and the high frequency of children's absences,

the average number of training periods received by each child was

about thirty and the number of hours of training received by most

children totaled only about ten. These ten hours of training

contrasted with the extensive training conducted by other in-

vestigators (e.g. two and three summers in the case of Cray and

Klaus) suggest that further sophistication of the present procedure

may result in significant increases in n-Ach even with extremely

limited periods of training, particularly if training is incorporated

with other read Start or nursery school experiences and with

training of mothers. Furthermore, when it is considered that he

training instruments and methods which this study employed were

deliberately designed to avoid direct cognitive influence upon

Ctanford-3inet Intelligence Scale Test performance --in contrast

with Cray and Klaus v4lo were consciuosly interventionist in this

area-- the implications for short term n-Ach training seem all

the more promising.

3) Further, this research was plagued by many idioncratic practical

problems which surely interfered with the training experiences

of the ste3jects, but whic% were unrelated to the research

For example, the study began by c.,ploving two part-ti:le graduate

research assistants for four Head Start centers. In the midst of the

training, unforeseen circumstances led to the loss of one of these

very essential ,Ind hihly competent research assistants. uring the
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period the project was seeking a new research assistant --and

we found it was difficult to locate competent, reliable female

trainers who were willing to walk into the areas of the centers- -

the project had to rely on one trained person And the aid of

undergrdduate substitutes to cover all four centers. Further,

the new research assistant, when she vas located, required a

period --necessarily in pert acquired on the job-- to develop

het training skills and to familiarize herself with the materials.

Finally, although it is true that post facto explanations

are always inconclusive, it is the case that the direction

of th2se results is nicely consistent with the findings of Caller]

(7 e.'64) and those of Veroff (1969). First, the gain in I (', if

it occurred, occurred for boys, not for girls. To the extent that

the treatuent was designed to effect autonomous achievement

strivings rather than create social pressure for achievement

--awl it was so designee- this is the result we might expect

in els li;7ht of Verorf's interpretation. It should be criphasized

in this res-,ard that there was a conscious effort in this investi-

gation to avoid the social pressure of the sort mothers who re-

sponded positively to Callard's t!easure of achievement demand would

be exnectel to make. On the contrary, the attempt was to en-

oxirege elc child to develop a pleasurable sense of com7Jetition

with self ':rich is reinforced by the four elements of achieve-

ment training (goal setting, develon.aent of language of achieve-

c.)e:nitive sJprorts, and group supports). regard to the

latter, it 1:; imoortant to note that group supports were used

2
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as supports and not as a basis for "social comparison or as the

source cf social pressure. As such, group suppnrts were expected

to represent reinforcement of a sense of autonomous mastery.

iag Zigier and Butterfield's model this gain in IQ can be

ascribed to increased achievement motivation because cognitive

in-puts vere consciously avoided or reduced to lowest possible

levels (in contrast with Gray and Klaus' investigation where cog-

nitive development was a states. objective). In fact, subjects were

removed for t!le trnining period from Head Start cognitive growth

experiences given the control group at the same time as n-Ach training

was underway. I0 testing also avoided the effect of administrator

rapport or social pressure from a familiar person (f.a.;k, 195?)

and wt.s expressly intended to measure only the consccuc4%;es

rfheightened achievement motivation. If %At consider this IQ

measure as an Indication of increased autonomous (as opposed to

social) achisvemelt motivation, it is vorthy of note that t'ie :e

%Ica rn increase in measured In performance. Taken together, nese

results, plus observations of bellsvior change, while not =elusive,

are suggestive support for the position that it ray be possible

to Increase autonomv2s achievement motivation anon?, pre-school age

boys.

Iris interpretation or tle change in TO scores is also

consontn% vit% the insignificance of changes in Aronson GrapMe

Lxoressions scores, for D-r scores were found by Aronson co

r.oveelPte positively pith T.A.T. in n-ice rerults oral as such, may

ba Jriterpre:ed as reflecting integrated achievement motivation
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develops at later age levels than those of our subjects. Veroff's

interpretation can lead to the hypothesis that neither for boys

nor for girls at this age were the levels of autonomous and social

achievement motivation such as to result in treatment having an

integrative effect and so increasing integrated achievem......- moti-

vation. It is also the case that training was .irected only at

autonomous achivevment *otivation.

It is to be supposed if these interpretations are accurate

that socially induced changes in achievemmt motivation might

be effective with boys and girls at this age level (Lahtinen, 1964).

We do not know, however, what are the processes whereby integra-

tion or achievement motivation occurs at this or other age levels.

Although n-Ach training for pre-school disadvantaged children

did not lead to conclusive results which are quantifiable in this

study, the observation record made by the trainers did show

changes in behavior 'oith the passage of training time. Children

were reported, for example, as eecalling with increasing effective-

ness their accomplishments of previous days. They also evidenced

more desire to master tasks by themselves and to select more

realistic goals. Reports of trainers refer with increasing, fre-

quency to use by subjects of such phrases as "I tried to...,"

got a prize because I did it by myself and finished,' etc.

Furthermore, children gave evidence of a sense of pleasurable

feeling in their success.

In conclusion, the authors are of the opinion that short

term intervention by adaptation of PcClelland's n-Ach training holds
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promise, first, as a means of clarifying issues of the relation-

ships among n-Ach and n-Ach related variables and second,as a means,

with further refinement, of producing desirable changes in motiva-

tive patterns of disadvataged children, particularly if it can be

integrated with Head Start or nursery school programs and training

of mothers.
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Table 2

Characteristics of the Sample ')y Head Start Center at the

Conclusion of the Study: Sex, CA, MA, and IQ

Head Start
Center

Sex N CA

Range Mean
MA

Range Mean
IQ

Range Mean

A Male 13 50.0-62.0 58.2 49.5-73.5 57.0 77-120 98.5

Female 5 53.5-62.0 57.7 57i-63.4 58.8 93-109 100.1

Male 15 52.5-64.5 59.3 52.5-90.0 59.4 Z5-152 99.1

Female 8 54.0-63.5 59.8 49.5-0.0 58.2 t4 140

C Male 8 54.m43.5 56.& 51.0-50.0 56.3 A" 1r) A.
Female 19 49.0-62.5 59.6 4,.q 'sr.. 79-111 96.0

Male 10 54.5-64.5 59.3 49.5-69.o 56.7 152-118 95.0

Female 6 54.5-62.0 58.8 45.0-61.5 55.3 79-1b1 92.?

A+niCen Mlle 46 50.0 -C4.5 58.5 4,.5-90.0 57.6 77-152 37.9

Female 38 49.0-63.5 59.2 45.0 -84.0 57.2 7)-1)o 9i.8

Total 84 49.t-64.5 58.4 45.0 -90.0 57.4 77-152 56.7
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Table 3

Mean IQ of the Sanple at the Conclusion

of the S';udy, by Group and Sex

Group Sex N X IQ

T1 Male 12 102.42

Female 9 95.89

T2 Male 12 :9.42

Feriale 14 99.L3

Ti + T2 Male 24 106.92

Female 23 98.04

NT1 Male 11 95.91

Female 7 97.6e

Yr2 Male 11 94.27

Female b 93.3d

NT' + NT2 Male 22 ,LS5.49

Female 15 95.67
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Table 4

Analysis of Variance of IQ Score Differences Between

Head Start Boys and Girls Who Received N-Ach Training

and Who Did Not Receive Such Training

MSSource SS di'

Sex (A) 42.501 1 42.501 N. S.

n-Ach training (B) 392.745 1 392.745 2.b30*

A X 3 433.%88 1 433.988 3.127*

Within Cell 11101.5W 80 138.769

*.05 a)(.1
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Table 5

Pre and Post Test Need Achievement as Measured

by A. G. E. Design 1 by Group and Sex

Groups
n-Ach Training non-n-Ach Training
Mean SD Mean SD

Pre-Test Male 5.75 12.17 - .20 8.12

Female 2.7( 12.51 2.71 13.0

Post-Test Male 5.21 15.31 -1.26 12.89

Female 4.52 19.52 .71 14.0
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Table 6

Pre and Post-Test Need Achievement as Measured

by A. a. E. Design 2 by Group and Sex

..' Groups.
n-Ach Training non-n-Ach Training
Mean SD Mean SD

Pre-Test Male 1.17 6.34 -3.07 5.90

Female 4.72 9.97 .86 7.03

Post-Test Male 6.04 22.27 2.00 14.31

Female -1.95 11.36 5.71 16.07
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Table 7

Analysis of Covariance for
Niee t.elbwel ent Scores as Measured by A. G E.

Design 1 & Design 2

Source tes

n- ch training (A) 374.73 i. 1

sex (B) 12.12 1-1

AB 193.03 L- 1

S's within group 4344.10 $

Test Design (C) 176.55 1.1

AC 1609.94 4-1

BC 300.84 L. 1

ABC 2.45 41

C x S s within group 3080.46 I
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